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Diversions

Entertainment

Sports

Scenes from
International
Night

Folkloric Dancers
perform Dec. 16 and
17.

Air Express flys
off to New Orleans
for tourney.

p. 9

Tony Garza Jr. to speak at commencement

'I

A

Regan Block

For Your
Information

Managing Editor

Tony Garza, Jr., Texas' 99th Secretary
of State, will be the guest speaker at this
year's commencement exercises. Garza
was sworn in January 1, 1995 by Governor George W. Bush.

Today - History movie,
"Young Mr. Lincoln," will be
shown at 7:10 p.m. in LA IOI.

I

See speaker, p. 3

The fragile smell of Malaysian Soy Sauce Chicken, Peruvian arros con pollo, Chilean empanadas, Indian curry
rice, Chinese eggs, and Turkish Baklava filled the air in the
new Library courtyard. Christmas lights adorning the underside of the courtyard trees
softly lit the tables beneath.
From inside the Media Theater the
sound of music drifted through the
slightly cool night air, bringing relief
from an abnormaJly hot 90-plus December day.
Inside, a jewelry exhibit featuring
Arturo Calderon, pre-Columbian
Mexican style designer, dazzled the
eye with scintillating colors and silver
metalwork.
"International Night is great," Marte
De Alejandro, alumni, said. "It's always very important to know many
cultures. It's amazing what you can

State

See Night, p. 9

Deliberation began at 6 p.m. and
adjourned an hour later around
7: 15 Tuesday in the corruption
trial against top Hidalgo county
officials. Two panelists were dismissed by Judge Ricardo and replaced by alternate also on Tuesday.

Thelma Meza
Staff Writer

The 1995 Bronc Olympics will become
the 1996 Bronc Olympics, after being
rained out in November.
"It was raining that morning and we had
no time to set up for the event," said Beth
Alvarado, vice president of UPB, the organization which sponsors the event.

Nation

Most Republican candidates
are supporting the traditional
leadoff states of Iowa and New
Hampshire, in the presidential
primaries. Texas Sen. Phil
Gramm, a Republican candidate
for president, has promised to
campaign aggressively in those
states that present a battle. With
these actions he hopes to build
an early lead and become the top
challenger to GOP front-runner
Bob Dole. Gramm is the only
major candidate that has not
signed Iowa's primary pledge.

The Pan American/Liza Longoria

;

Students from Estudio de Danza Silvia's performed a traditional Mexican dance entitled "Jarabe
Tapatio" at International Night '95.

Bronc Olympics moves to '96

''-

~

mas after Secretary Garza speaks.Judy
Vinson, vice president for student affairs,
will present the invocation and benediction. The graduate candidates will be introduced by Dr. Linda McCallister, dean
of the College of Business Administration; Dr. Judy Perkin, dean of the Col-

Editor

• "Alegria 95-96," the UTPA
Folkloric Dance Company, will
perform at 2 p. m. in the Fine Arts
Auditorium. Tickets are $5 and
$7 at the door. Tickets are available at local chambers of commerce in Edinburg, Harlingen,
McAllen, Mi sion, Pharr and
Weslaco; at Melhart Music Center in McAllen; and at the UTPA
department of health and kinesiology.

University receives $2.25 million for new building

Congressman E. "Kika" de la Garza and representatives from the U.S. Department
of Commerce announced Saturday, Dec. 2 a $2.25 million grant for the construction
of an International Trade and Technology Center.
The purpose of the International Trade and Technology Center will be to help the
Rio Grande Valley meet the challenge of the North American Free Trade Agreement
by providing international trade technical assistance to business and industry.
"Along with teaching and research, public service is a major part of our university
mission, and the new Office of Center Operations and Community Services will help
us coordinate our institution-wide efforts and provide even more effective services to
the people of the Rio Grande Valley," Miguel Nevarez, UTPA president, said.
The center will house the headquarters of the Office of Center Operations
(COSERVE) which oversees the operation of the Center for Entrepreneurship and
Economic Development (CEED), Center for Local Government, Center for Manufacturing and the Center for continuing Education.
The Center for Local Government's goal is to increase the capacity of counties,
we installed that equipment and in the
cities, school districts and special districts to more efficiently manage scarce public
Spring of 1991, our first interactive video
resources and to meet the present and future problems in a positive, creative and
class was offered. Ever since then, the
constructive manner.
numbers of course offerings and departments involved have expanded." The following list includes degree programs that
have used, and are currently using, the
Tuesday, Dec. 12
Thursday, Dec. 7
video network at our campus:
7:45 a.m. - 9:30 am. TR (7:45 a.m. - 9 a.m.)
7:45 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. • English 1303
M.E in Gifted Education
9:45 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m. MWF (8:45 a.m. - 9:35 a.m.)
9:45 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m. • English 1301
12:45 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. MWF (12:45 p.m. - I :35 p .m.)
Ph. D. in Educational Leadership
5 p.m. - 6:45 p.m. All evening English 1301 classes
2:45 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. TR (4 p.m. - 5: 15 p.m.)
Ph. D. in International Business
M.S. in Electrical Engineering
Wednesday, Dec. 13
Friday, Dec. 8
M.S. in Management of Technology
7:45 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. TR (10:35 a.m. - I 1:50 a.m.)
8:30a.m. -10:15 am. Math 1300
B.S. in Physicians Assistant
9.45 a.m. - I I :30 a.m. MWF ( 1.45 a.m. - 2:35 a.m.)
10:45 a.m - 12:30 p.m. Math 1334
12:45 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. MWF ( I0:45 p.m. - 11 :35 p.m.)
B.S. in Manufacturing Engineering
1340
Math
All
p.m.
I p.m. - 2:45
2:45 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. TR (2:45 p.m. - 3:35 p.m.)
A.A.S. in Respiratory Therapy
The network is unique because it not
Monday, Dec. 11
Thursday, Dec.14
only conducts point-to-point, but it's ca7:45 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. MWF (7:45 a.m. - 8:35 a.m.)
9:45 am - 11 ·30 a.m. MWF ( 11 45 am - 12,35 p.m.) 7:45 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. MWF (9:45 a.m. - 10:35 a.m.)
pable of doing multipoints-up to sixteen
9:45 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m. MWF (3 :45 a.m. - 4:35 a.m.)
12:45 p.m - 2:30 p.m. TR (9:10 a.m - 10:25 a.m.)
different sites at once. "Last Spring, we
2 :45 p.m. - 4 :30 p.m. TR (2:35 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.)
I 2:45 p.m - 2:30 p.m. MWF (I : 10 p.m. - 2:25 p.m.)
had the capability of offering and receivSaturday Classes
ing more coursework than anyone else in
Examinations will be given at regular class time on Dec. 9
the UT system," adds Cantu. "About 70
percent of our distance learning classes
Evening Classes
Final examinations will be given at regular class time beginning on Thursday, Dec. 7 and ending on
are for our tudents who are receiving the
The Olympics were not scheduled to
begin until two in the afternoon, but members of UPB did not want to take a chance.
"We were worried that people might
have become ill," said Alvarado.
The Olympics will be staged this spring,
but UPB will set the exact date after the
semester begins.
"It will more than likely take place late
in the semester," said Alvarado.

Video network offers earlier graduation
Holly Meisel
Copy Editor

World

In France, about 50,000 railroad, postal, telephone, hospital, and gas workers marched in
Paris Tuesday. They were protesting the French government's
proposal of overhauling the social security and cutting its $65
billion deficit. Tens of thousands protested in other cities
across France. Government officials deemed the strike as the
worst labor crisis in nearly a
decade.

in Cameron county.
Garza received his Doctor of Jurisprudence from Southern Methodist University School of Law in 1983, and earned a
Bachelor of Business Administration
Degree from UT- Austin in 1980.
At the 1995 Commencement Exercises,
President Nevarez will award the diplo-

Meredith Markham

• Dec. 16 - Commencement
exercises will take place at 11
a.m. and 3 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse.

@18

In addition to serving as Secretary of
State, Garza occupies the position of Senior Advisor to the Governor, works as
the Bush Adminstration's lead liaison on
Border and Mexico Affairs and also
serves as Chief Protocol Officer for Texas.
Before Garza was elected State Secretary, he held the position of County Judge

Production brings
international flavor to campus

• Dec. 13 - The Small Business Development Center will
"Entrepreneurial
sponsor
Spirit," a seminar for people interested in opening their own
business. The seminar will be
held from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the
Administrative and Academic
Support Annex, at 2412 S.
Closner, Edinburg.

~
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A student whose degree once looked
many moons away, is now in closer reach.
A professor who may not have enough
students lined up for his class will teach
it after all. An administrative conference
held many miles away is now just a walk
down the hall. With Distance Leaming,
what sounded troublesome and nearly
impossible before has now become more
simple and obtainable effort.
Distance Learning Video Network began in 1989. Omar Cantu, assistant director of distance learning and video technology has been an enormous aid in helping the Department of Information Resources design and implement the telecommunications infrastructure." After we
emerged with the UT system, we were told
that the UT System Office of Telecommunication Services was providing us
with a link to all the components. During
the Spring of 1990, we began doing the
research to purchase our first classroom
equipment set-up. In the fall of that year,

Final Exam Schedule

Wed., Dec. I 3. (Classes beginning 4:30 p.m. or later are considered evening classes.)

See Video, p. 7

• Specific English 1301 Day Schedule to be announced by ins1.11.1ctor.
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BOOK BUY BACK

- ·
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Dec. 7, 8, 11-15
Paying Top Dollar

10 Lucky CASH
Drawings
to be given away for
Christmas Shopping
Each Prize
$50.00 Cash
University Bookstore

Come get ·
Your FREE
Student Trial
Packs

Drawings
December
15

4th & University Drive
Second Location
381-2251
Outside University
Center in tent.
Monday - Thursday 7:30 - 5:30
Friday 7:30 - 5:00
______ __,,
.... _
.... ----·---~

.

~
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The last day for returning
TEXTBOOK RENTALS for t:95 is
DECEMBER 15, 1995
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Recycling books is a good idea! You not only help save the
environment, you help other students save money as well.

Please help us recycle your Textbooks. You can save
$$. Call us for next semesters TEXTBOOK RENTALS.
We want to help
·
ou save $$ and serve ou better.
I'\
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ies, and Dr. Timothy Brush, as-

College of Health Sciences and Human Services; Dr. Willia'm Davis III,
interim dean of the College of Liberal and Performing Arts and College of Social and Behavioral Sciences ; Dr. Hilda Medrano, interim
dean of the College of Education;
and Dr. John Villarreal, interim dean
of the College of Science and Engineering.
The candidates for associate' s,
bachelor' s and master's degrees will
be certified by Dr. Rudolph Gomez,
vice president for academic affairs.
The grand marshal for both ceremonies, Dr. Herold Poelzer, chair
of the Faculty Senate, will lead the
procession, carrying the mace with
the university seal.
At the 11 a.m. ceremony, the class
marshal for the College of Social and
Behavioral Sciences will be Dr.
Wendy James-Aldridge. Dr. Juan
Solis will represent the College of
Education.
Faculty marshals for the morning
ceremony will be Dr. Daniel Dearth,
chair and associate professor ofcriminal justice, and Dr. Ana Maria
Rodriguez, chair and associate professor of educational psychology.
In the 3 p.m. ceremony, class marshals will be Dr. James M. Wilson,
College of Business Administration;
Dr. Barbara Johnson, College of
Health and Human Services; Dr.
Rodolfo Rocha, College of Liberal
and Performing Arts; Dr. Samuel
Giuoco, College of Science and Engineering.
Faculty marshals for the afternoon
ceremony will be Dr. Lino Garcia,
Jr., assistant vice president for academic affairs for international stud-

sociate professor of biology.
Music will be provided by the

Holiday Computer
Lab Hours

UTPA Brass Choir, directed by
Dr. Dean Canty. The Choir will
perform "Canzone Per Sonare"
by

Gabrielli

and

"Die

Bii.nkelsii.ngerlieder" (anonymous). "Water Music" by

of the Fieldhouse, where the
UTPA Mariachi will perform.

WE CAN HELP YOU with your researchpaper, resume, essays, and much
more. J.A.B. Typing Service, 5843236 or 994-4294.
FastFund-ralller/Raise$500in5days.
Greeks, groups, clubs, motivated individuals. Fast. easy no financial obligation. (800)862-1982 Ext. 33.

ther full Rottweiler. Mother Rottweiler
/Shepherd. Ready now for Christmas.
Call 262-2867.
International studenta-visiton. DV1 Grcencard Program available. 1-800660-7167 & 818-772-7168.
Need help with research papers? Es,.
says? Qualified tutor.B.S.,M.A. 630-

3492.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Travel
the world while earning an excellmt
income in the Cruise Ship & Land-

Open 24 hrs.
Open 24 hrs.

.. 11
Open 24 hrs.
Open 24 hrs.
12
12 a.m. - 5 p.m.
13
Noon - 6 p.m.
14
Open 24 hrs.
15

Reproductive Sendces
.a
.._ Y

In association with Adoption Affiliates

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (l~t & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After 'Ireatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services

1
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Mexican f'ood
Lunch Express • Monday - Friday• 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Plate lunch, tripas, rnollejas, camitas, came guisada
a daily special • All l unches served with chips
& hot sauce.

I 0% Discount with UTPA I.D.
Fresh Homemade Com & Flower Tortillas.

102 South 23rd. Street • McAllen
&il:i!iS!iii:i!iti:!iS!J

Fish plate, Shrimp plate or
Combo plate with French fries,
hush puppies &
salad.

with UTPA 1.0.

Mon -Sat 11 a.m. -9 p.m.

3 16-3474

Cruise
Are you Tired or Stressed Out? Ready for a
vacation? If you like sun, beautiful beaches,
swimming, relaxation, activities, dancing,
meeting new people, well then maybe a
cruise is just what you need. For as little as
$599 pp you can have a11 this. CaH or stop
by our office for details.

Satdlraveluniversity Center• Room 319
316-1971
I

, I ,4

524 W. University Dr.
Edinburg

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
s• anda

jg

383-6501 Js

BREAKFAST LUNCH
11 :00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
Lalo's Specia] Breakfast - - -

6:00 A.M to 11 :OOA.M.
Beef Tacos - - - • - • - - - • •

and Student Activities Staff
for their dedication to University Programming

Ham or Ba$1~80d Eggs - • •

Mushroom

Dalinda Garcia - President
Elizabeth Alvarado - VP General Membership
Marissa Arispe - VP Administrative Affairs
Judy Melchor - Chair, Special Events
Edgar Olvera - Co-Chair, Special Events
Alfredo Silva Jr. - Chair, Publicity
Christine Coody • Co-Chair, Publicity
Gregorio Silva - Chair, Ideas and Issues
Monica Arispe - Chair, Coffee House/Films
Sylvia Ruiz - Co-Chair, Coffee House/Films
Betty De Leon· Chair, Band Booking
Chad Chaumont - Co-Chair, Band Booking
Juan Torrez • Chair, Diversions
Renda Rivera - Student Activities Secretary

l;hilaquiles Queso o PoHo - -

Chicken Fried Steak·· - · •: -

$1.80

$2.99

Chorizo con Huevo - - - - - - - -

Enchiladas Suizas - - - - - - - -

Huevos a la Mexicana - - - - - -

Enchiladas Pob]anas - - - • - -

Ham and Cheese Omelette - -

Envueltos de PoUo • - • - - - - •

Huevos Rancheros - - - - - - - -

Tampiqueiia PJate · • - · · • · ·

--~THANK

Thank You All!
Deborah Sullivan & Richard Kershaw
UPB Advisors

Based on double Occupancy.

riiii

Under new management.
324 E. Cano • Edinburg, Texas

$1.80

$1.99

7.fo all \.Jl.ivelsity Program s6ard Members

• 383-1882 • 383-4133 • Bpr.: 318-6137 • Fax: 318-1389 •

.

$4.50 ~~Peue/lm
LALO'S COMEDOR

• A/C Repairs • Tune-Ups • Brake Repairs • State Inspection •

TEXACO &U-HAUL

"'/4folu,,4'~

i'r

orders to go

~•

Technical reports Resumes
Graphs/Tables
Manuscripts
Dissertations
Newsletters
Theses
Brochures
Come see us at South Texas Book & Supply
1516 W. University Dr.
380-0345

Seafood Restaurant

Am. 381-4054.

co

Specializing in:

$3.50

ROOMMATE WANTED: Female
$150 mo. + utilities. Vc:ry close to Pan

~

Pf

Licensed by the Texa, Department ofHealth

employment available. No exp. necessary. For info. call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C58632.

JOE'S $5 off Any Alignment
or Transmission Fluid
@ U-HA~.J Service with UTPA I.D.

16 Closed
l 7 Closed
Open 24 hrs.
18 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Open 24 hrs.
19 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 20 Closed for Break

For Information Call:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
VaJ:1ey: 1-800-464-1017 ~lexico: 95-800-010-1287

Tour industry. Seasonal&. full-time

Computerized, Type-F.diting on term
papers, ele. 664-2922.

Open 24 hrs.
Open 24 hrs.

Lr,~-;-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;--;:::==============:::::====
==========::'.,
Angel Wings Publications

Handel will be played as the processional,
and
"Las
Goloundrinas"
by M.C.
Meyerelles as the recessional.
Receptions will be held after
each ceremony in the courtyard

For Sale: Mixed Rottweiler pups. Fa-

Dec. 4
5

6
7
8
9
10

$1.80

$1.80

$1.80

$1.80
Orders to go
Extra .25¢

li~lr ·------$2.99

$2.99

.

$2.99

$3.99

DINNER SPECIAL
Parrillada - - - - - - - - -$8.99
Para 2 personas

These specials good all day for university students, staff & faculty only.

A down-and-out screenwriter. An up-and-co~ univme.
•

EEPfJNG
W!TIH
Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's• the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

C 1995

S1]~:::::-z.=:,:m

Each tablet contains 200 mg of caffeine equal to about tv.o cups of coffee Use only as directed

Revtle with

AVAILABLE AT:

MYTH ADVENTURES
3000 N. 10th St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

687-3104

'j\'7/t~

AHli!1'l&411
.
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Folkloric dance company kicks off new season with 'Alegria '95'
Jason Gutierrez
Staff Reporter

The UTPA Folkloric Dance
Company in their 26th performance season will present Alegrfa
1995 - 96 at 2 pm Dec. 16 and
Dec. 17 at the Fine Arts Auditonum.
''This performance will be a full
scale production and we have incorporated Spanish and the traditional Mexican Folkloric dance,"
Francisco Munoz, Artistic Director, said.
Munoz said that the reason he
has incorporated both the Spanish
influence, along with the traditional Mexican style, has a lot to
do with the region that we are in.
"The show is comprised of a
unique variety and there is representation of various states in Spain
and Mexico in this production," he
said.
Munoz mentioned that it took the
students time to get used to Spanish Flamenco and the transition
wasn't very easy.
"Once the students got a taste of
Flamenco they were able to make

the connection and therefore we
were able to expand our program
creatively."
Munoz says that both the Spanish and Mexican combination is so
very important because of the
unique place that the Valley is.
"I think that our style is tailor
made to this population and I feel
that we need to educate our pubic
about the Spanish influence as well
as the traditional Mexican themes,"
he said.
According to Munoz, the <laneers from this area have the passion
to incorporate both influences of
styles.
In addition, Munoz has several
performances planned for public
and private schools.
"For the past five years, it has
been a tradition to perform for the
schools in the surrounding area
because these are the students who
show interest in the University."
He also said that he has heard students say that the only reason they
came to this university was for the
dance program.
"We perform for about 20,000

.

students from ·various schools
throughout the Valley and that
gives us a chance to educate our
young people which is a tremendous responsibility," he said.
Munoz said that one of the primary goals is to also educate the
public through the medium of
dance.
According to Munoz, the company has sustained a certain level
of success because the company
has found a way to be self sufficient.
"We bring in about $35,000 from
our own performances and I don't
know of any other student organization that is as visible in the publie.as we are," he said.
In addition, Munoz said that the
program is supported by the university.
"We have achieved a level of
success that requires a financial investment because we are in demand," he said.
The company celebrated their
25th silver anniversary last year
and had a full scale production to
celebrate the special occasion.

"We had our alumni coming in
from Kansas, California, and Colorado and it was a amazing to see
our former students support the
program that exists today because
they can see the level of success
that they will always be apart of,"
he said.
Munoz's future plans for the
company include more musicals
with a Theatrical presentation.
"I want our student dancers to
have characters to get into so they
can expand their repertoire and we
can emphasize these types of these
productions," he said.
Munoz said that with 24 dancers, both female and male, the
strength of the company grow in
numbers adding to the diversity of
the company.
"This company is what sets us
apart from other schools and our
performances give this University
prestige and honor."
Ticket prices are $5 for advanced
sales and $7 at the door. Ticket
locations are as follows: Edinburg,
,
See dance p. 5

The Pan American/ Jennifer Clemente

Above: Karla Martinez, graduate student, practices her
moves for the upcoming "Alegria '95."

.

Special events highlight holiday season
At a loss for what to do during
the long winter break? During the
holiday season a variety of events
in the Valley will warm your hearts
and lift your spirits.
The Rio Grande Ballet will
present ''The Nutcracker" at 7 p.m.
Saturday and at l :30 p.m. Sunday
'at the McAllen Ci vie Center. Tickets are available at the Center or at
the RGV Ballet Academy. Call
682-2721 for more information .
The City of Edinburg will

present its Christmas Celebration
at the Courthouse Square at 5 p.m.
Saturday. The celebration will feature Edinburg school children acting out the traditional Las Posadas,
choirs, mariachi groups and food
and craft booths.
, In Harlingen, The Gloria
Canale.s School of Dance will feature "Extravaganza Folklorica" at
3 p.m. Saturday at the Municipal
Auditorium.
The South Texas Chorale will

.r:1

perform its Christmas concert "Let
Heaven and Nature Sing" at 8 p.m.
Dec. 14 at the Municipal Auditorium in Harlingen.
Catch a performance of the
Dickens classic "A Christmas
Carol" at7 p.rn. Dec. 16 and 3 p.m.
Dec. 17 also at the Municipal Auditorium in Harlingen. Tickets for
these events can be bought at the
Chamber of Commerce. For more
information call 423-5440.
Still searching for the perfect

~

gift? The South Padre Island Convention Center will host the American Indian Art Show & Sale from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. this weekend. The
show will feature a variety of Native American Art from rugs and
jewelry, to clothing and original
art. Admission is free. For more
information call 1-800-343-2368.
Nightclubs in the Valley are currently gearing up for one of the
biggest parties of the year, New
Year's Eve.
Hillbilly Heaven will feature
Tejano artist Pete Astuillio at 8
p.m. on Dec . 28. Sergio and
Ropin' the Wind will perform
New Year's Eve. For ticket information call 687-1106.

See holiday p. 5
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RESTAURANT/ ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
OT-PAN-AM GREEK NIGHT
EVERY-THURSDAY

Right: Benita Robledo of the
Rio Grande Valley Ballet rehearses for the upcoming
performance of "The Nutcracker."
The Pan American/Liza Longoria

STUDIO STYLES
His & Hers
Salon

18 YEARS fiND OLDER WELCOME

FREE fill YOU CAN EfiT BUFFET fiT 8 P.M.
FREE VIDEO CifiME PLAY 8 P.M. TILL 11 P.M.
-1:J

INTERNATIONAL DANCE NIGHT
~.A..T-..~11>.A.."V',, ll>EC- 9 T ...

J:J

UTPA

~~

BUSINESS OFFICE HOURS;

MEDICAL CARE HOURS:

Monday - Friday
8 a.m. To 5 p.m.
Tues. 8 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

8:30 - Noon 1- 4 p.m. M-F
Tues. 8:30 a.m.- NOON

•

FREE patient consultation with physician,
physician assistants and nurses for all currently
enrolled UTPA students.
New FLU VACCINE AVAll..ABLE NOW

•

FREE HIV TESTING Mondays

•

Pharmacy

•

Laboratory

•

Immunizations

•
•

Insurance
Confidential Pregnancy Testing

•

PAP Smears

•

Sexually Transmitted Disease Information

•

Contraceptive Information

•

Medical Treatment For: colds, flu, sore throats, ear
aches, gynecological problems. urinary tract problems, digestive tract problems. minor injuries

•

TWC> r-l~Tlc:>,-a~L ~C:T!S
.A.LL C>INI C>INIE . . ■ «:a ■-■T

Please call 381-2541

TANNING SALON

Member of the American College Health Association

99( HEINEKEN DRAFT ALL NIGHT Free SUMO wrestling 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.

-1:J

1108 - AS. Closner
Edinburg * 381 - 8705

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

SttlNER BOCK fill NIGttT

-

),
.__,

No appointment
necessary

Arts and
Entertainment writers
needed for Spring
Semester.

:LB YRS- OF AGE AND OLDER, 1/VELCOIKE
ONLY $ 1 - 0 4 ADW,ISSION BEFORE 9 P-IK-, 21. YRS- +
75,¢ BAR DRINKS, BEER .& I/VINE
_,:J
B-10 P-,.,,,_
$ 1 - 2 5 1 2 OZ- COORS RED .&
LIG##T B-10 p_w,_
-1:J

Located in Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 103
For more information call
381-2511

FREE STUDENT
TEXTBOOK
Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures
by Mary Baker Eddy

CALL 686-4241
Christian Science
Reading Room
911 N. Main St.
McAllen, Texas
OPEN Mon.-Fri.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Brir,k
5 Kind of

committee

fo Bedouin

14 Open space
15 Swimming

stroke

Lordz of Brooklyn
'All in the Family'
American Recordings

"Something to Remember"
Warner Bros.!Maverick
Records

I am at a lost for words or comments about this album for several
reasons. Before I go on, I must say
that I appreciate rap and hip-hop
music, but I am not sure that this
r~!ease qualifies as either. This is
the worst white rap act that I have
ever heard, and I had a dorm roommate in Idaho who jammed to Vanilla Ice for a whole semester. Even
if these fools from Brooklyn meant
this as satire, it is still a poor effort.
I also have trouble with bands
who cannot spell their names correctly. Lordz of Brooklyn are not
alone in this. Just look at Motley
Crue, another fine band who has
excellent spelling skills and fat
bank accounts. Fortunately for
Motley Crue, they can play music

-

A~F~
4~, ,~.
Years

1320 N . Closner
Edinburg

,

-

Courtesy of American Recordings

Rap act Lordz of Brooklyn disappoints with their latest
release "All in the family,"

'; 0~~,,,,J

2

~

RESALE PLACE

o

•

Fashions/or
Women and Children

!

~

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. byAppt.

380-6588
2014 W. Unlveralty Dr.
Edinburg

~

McALLEN'S UPSCALE

Open : Tues. - Fri.

By Appointment only

~•

~
5.

_

_

___ _

Moo. -Sat. • lOa.m. toS:30p.m.
Thura. -Open 'ti! 7 p.m.

RFMFMBER ... RESALEIS ~
{J;
TIii ULTIMATE WAY
'9
TO RECTCl,El

Closed Mondays

the Bee Gees, the very first song
of this album is titled, "Saturday
Nite Fever," and begins with the
intro to the classic disco anthem. I
almost had a heart attack. I have
always wanted to re-record that
song and make a rock Zeppelinlike version.

and have some talent, but the Lordz
of Brooklyn can claim neither.
They throw bad rap over samples
of Black Sabbath, the Bee Gees,
and a steady stream of choppy
background music. No joke about

~

383-8611 ~ o

19 Name
20 Reprimands
22 Anchored

24 F«ce out
25 Sad news
Item

.;:,~?• THE GAf> •LIMITED• EXPRESS •

Christmas
Arrangements

•

16 Timber wolf
17 Break ,
18 Kind of lily

B
~

•

~

The Courtyard
5401 N. J0thSt.,#115
McAllen• 686-5437

•

i

I
::i:::

With songs like "White Trash,"
"Brooklyn Pride" and "Lordz of
Brooklyn Sound," it is sure to be a
big seller... In Brooklyn maybe, but
then again, maybe not! If you want
to hear the sound these five guys
try to capture and recreate, save
yourself some time and money· go

pick up some 01' Dirty Bastard or
• anything by Cypress Hill. It will
~ prove to be a better choice, unless
• you are like me and use a bad CD
as an impromptu Frisbee. I wish
the guys from Lordz of Brooklyn
• luck but maybe somebody should
send them an application for night
school just in case this musical
does not work out. - Mark
thing
~
~ Milam

ia
~

~• SS:RldX3 • 03lll"-ln • di$ 3H1 • i,t;S;~

In the rush of the upcoming holidays, record companies scramble
to crank out box sets and greatest
hits collections.
Jurnp~g into the holiday release
mess is the one and only Madonna.
"Something to Remember" is the
sneaky title of her collection of
greatest hits. The title is sneaky
because it implie that the work is
something new. If she had called
it "Madonna' Greatest Ballads
and Love Songs," we would
known exactly what this collection
was. Besides, how would you sell
a boring, tame Madonna album ?
In fairness to the title, I will say
that it is catching, and implies the
theme, and this is not entirely an
album of old songs. Madonna has
added three new songs. These
songs add to the texture of the collection. Two of them, "You'll See"
and "One More Chance," were
written with award winning composer David Foster. Madonna has
. G
also reworked th e M arvm aye
classic, "IWantYou,"intotw oversions with the background being
supplied by the band Massive Attack.
What this album attempts to be
is a sweeping look at Madonna's
artistry through a selection of her
ballads. It is a rich, textured look
at the career of a musician who has
influenced not only musical
genres, but has created a respectable body of work in her short career. For once, Madonna has let the
music speak for itself. - Mark
Milam

26 Upto now
28 Punish
32 Released
33 Fountain item
3" Morning
moisture
35 Fish..ating
eagle

36 Portion
37 Rescue

38-Alamos

01995 Trlbtllt Mecia s.vic.s, Inc.
.
AIIRqllsRese!ved.

39 SeedMke body
Different

"°

3 3 1

41 Certain bills
43 A utensil

5 Approach and
speak to
« Feedbag filler
6 Air current
45 Kind of delivery: 7 Footbaff period
abbr.
8 Bird of
46 Safa
prey
49 Crimes at
9 Cookout's
gunpoint
cousin
53 Rugged cliff
10 "Llttle Women"
author
54 Lawbreaker
56 Remove
11 Bellow
wrinkles
. 12 Competent
57-m.aar
13 Fearless
58 Serviceable, old 21 Took legal
style
action
59 Title
23 Fr. river
60 Borscht
25 Busy airport
vegetable
26 ltam In a
61 Puts cargo

62 Merriment
DOWN

30 Playing card

~

3 Ml V

NS

0 I O1
IWIIW

1-=h:i-:=,+~
'--'-":..i.:!.L.::A..:..

= :~=
once

36 Malicious
37 Soctc
39 Pentaela
40 Oil acronym
42 A candy

31 Pitcher

49 Glided

43 Backbones
45 Pilfered
46 Strikebreaker

and

wtng tips

4 Hired hand

47 First name in
mysteries
48 Arrived
50 Russ. river
51 Apple or pear
52 Snick and 55 Timetable abbr.

f
- - - - - -Oanca romp. 4
Harlingen, McAllen, Mission,
Pharr, "'.'eslaco_ Chamber~ of Commerce, mcludmg the Rio Grand
Valley Chamber of Commerce, and
Melhart's Music ~enter . in
McAllen. For more mformatlon
call 381- 2230.

T

Saturday: Pepper's
4800 N 10th
McAllen, TX

Relieve your pre-final worries
and unwind at thi famous Valley
establishment.

holiday from p. 4
'Sunday: La Pasta
2121 S 10th
McAllen, TX

In Harlingen, The Tap Room Bar
at the Best Western Inn, will feature the Mike Guerra Jazz Quartet
at 9 p.m. New Year's Eve. They
will also have free champagne for
the revelers. For further details call
425~7070.

La Pasta is the perfect place
for a romantic holiday meal. Let
your sweetheart indulge in lus'-cious pastas and desserts.

X'

JC>Jl.r- J

EVER Y THUR SDA Y

TBE ENTEB TAJNB ENT CENTB E
KTEX & HOT B104

COLL EGE NITE

1995

UTPA STUDENTS NO COVER ALL NIGHT

TOMO RROW - DEC.

1PM TILL 2AM
ANY OR/NI( IN THE l(LUB

FOR THE GRAND OPENING OF THE NEW KLUS X

II

All Exotic Drinks 99 ¢

All Schnapps 99 ¢

Long Island's• Sex On The Beach · etc ..

Jagerrooifter • Gooschk:lge r- etc..

BPl-1 -

Relive The Music Of The
70's And Early 80's

@U,.lt.:1PRESENTS

MOON DOGS

ZAl-1

WHERE EVERY FRIDAY EVERYONE OVER 21 YRS
CAN EXPERIENC E THESE 4 DIFFERENT PARTIES
(j (j

Chivas • Crown • Jack Danie~ · etc..

ANYTHING YOU WANT 99 ¢ ALL NITE
~ 1ST FLOOR-Rma NIGHT 2ND FLOOR-Live Rock

8TH

AND THE PREMIER OF THE
C>V'/ER 2 • 1/WIG...r

All Imported Beer 99 ¢ All Premium Drinks 99¢
Shiner Bock • Heineken • Zima's • etc ..

II

g

-LIVE- INTERNAelEJNAb DAN'CE -LIVECO<JNTRY NIEittT mtUB:EC MARIACHIS
Featuri ng

BO GARZA

Featuring

T~:.~:~~:::,c•

With ARIZONA

Mexico And Spain

Texas Sized Dance Floor

D .J . Caclllo

Featuring

Featuring

ZflE-r1lb
~■

LMcacriac,hi

c:;;
1V111..J1
O.J. Isaac

01

caporca 01

o_J _ Tony

EVERY FRIDAY 21 & OVER ONLY
Long necks And No Cover TIii 10

STARTING TOMORROW NIGHT

EXPERIE CE
FOUR DIFFERENT NITE CLUBS
AT ONE LOCATION

THIE N W KlUB X
ENTERTAIINM T CENTRE
MORE MUSIC • MORE OPTIONS - ONE PRICE

o Always 4 Different Parties o Always 4 D.J.'s
~

o featuring 3 Dance floors o A Canta Bar
o Xotlc Car Reserved Parking
@Always One Price
o Nightly Live tntertainment o aame Area
o 18+ Welcomed Xcept friday
o 1o full Service Bars

O 11
03

quivef

27 Meaning
28Bums
29 Potato state

•board

1 Formerly,

ANSWERS

THURSDAY

COLLEGE Ll'V~ INDUSTRIAL kARAOk
UIPASTUO£KTSNOcoveuu~ N ITE Rock NIGHT PART
<0?¥11-1 PRESENT KIIFOII , Thrill Kill Kuh
.
NIY HINK IN THE KLUB

8\8\ ¢
;J),;J)

ALL Feat~rmg All Th~ Dec 14th· KICKSTAR
LNJ1i Classic Dance Hits Dec 21 st_ AXIS

Anything You Want 99¢

Siu Illus• Jane's Addiction
!lit Wawu , White Zombie
D.J. TRACY

All Premium Drinks 99¢
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,Grinch steals troops' Christmas

A

s Christmas rolls

closer, I can slowly
see Bill Clinton
slipping out of his
presidential costume into his
more comfortable Grinch suit.
With a green cast upon his face,
and with a devious twinkle in his
eyes, Bill the Grinch is• ouno
da.mpen our h<;>liday chee~ bysending 20,000 U.s: troops to
Bosnia. It appears NATO will
receive the largest present under
the tree, and they are going to
unwrap it before Christmas Day.
Hey! First of all this is a
terrible choice by President Bill
Grinch. Once again, as in the
Vietnam resolution, a U.S.
president is stepping in where he
does not belong. How dare he
order U ._s. forces into action,
especially when one looks at
President Bill Grinch's record of
military service? For all you
Americans who voted for
Clinton, I have but one question ... "Are you happy now?"
It appears that Clinton is
trying to salvage his chances in
the upcoming election. He was
on the fast track, smiling and
cruising through the White
House, while defiantly ignoring
speed limits ... Yet, it looks as if
he is about to crash and bum and

••

Culturize your mind

take lots of young American
as a young American during his
lives with him. He can rant on
reign of gloom.
about the urgent situation in
Soon Bill Grinch will speed
Mark Milam
Bosnia until his green Grinch
back to Arkansas on the speedgovernment shut down because
head turns blue and explodes. It
limitless highways as an average
will not sway my conviction that we could not resolve our own
person living on his government
our presence in Bosnia is wrong . . backyard conflicts and political
check. Now he will depend on
posturing. No longer can we
For too long we have played
how his successor handles the
~ssume American attitudes are
the role of
budget.
s~perior. Those days have.
guardian
Speakipg <?f the bud~et, it has
passed. It is no longer necessary
for the ·
been estimated that our trip to
to be the world's henchman.
world, and
Bosnia will cost around $1.5
We should handle Bosnia like
we have
billion ... That money could make
a school yard fight. Remember,
mistakenly
a happier Christmas at home for
you did not interfere and you
people who spend holidays
stood out of the way, just
homeless and struggling against
close enough to see,
hunger and poverty.
waiting for a teacher or
hope that the story of
the stronger one to end
President Bill Grinch has a
the fight and bring a
happy ending just like the
/
solution. The same
.• original Dr. Seuss story. Yet,
situation exists in
· as we move closer to the Dec.14
Bosnia. We need to
signing of the peace accord in
step back, and PresiParis, my hopes become cloudy
dent Bill Grinch needs
and tainted. I wonder if this is
to chill out on rattling the
assumed that it is our duty to
President Bill Grinch's sneaky
solve everyone's problems. This country's soul.
plot to win the election. Does he
I do not want to see any
attitude has led us into military
think starting a war will win the
Americans dying on the frozen
conflict in the past. I now askhearts of the disenchanted? Not
earth of Bosnia. If they go, I
Are we headed in the same
this time, Mr. Grinch! Just
sadly realize that my wish will
direction? Who are we to
remember my little Christmas
not be fulfilled. The only hope I
assume that we can solve
jingle... "Elections are coming,
have is that soon we can send
problems in the international
Bill Grinch is getting fat, please
President
Bill Grinch back to
community when we can hardly
put a vote in the Republican's
fix the faults on our home front? Arkansas. He has done enough
hat."
damage to my spirit and outlook
Only a few weeks ago, the

Late Night cram leads to
failing term papers
For some students, late-night
cramming for a term paper can
actually end U.,P, being a powerful tool tn expressing the
character of the writer. For
others, however, it may result
catastrophic disasters-leading
them only to the doom of a
failing grade.

r--

-

-

If you missed out on International Night, you
missed out on a great opportunity to broaden your
understanding of other cultures.
Opening your eyes to take in other cultures
expands your mind and allows you to think about
other people· and countries in•an honest and openminded way. You shpuld take advantage of
International Night and other activities sponsored
· ·by clubs or the university.
The student turnout at this year's e~ent seemed
pitiful at most. Most of the audience consisted
of faculty, staff, students' parents and the
general public.
If you don't take advantage of these type of
events, you cheat yourself out of a great
education.
Not everything worth knowing is learned
in a classroom. Sometimes the best place
to learn is outside the classroom. In any
field, practice is a lot more valuable than
theoretical knowledge. Experience is
king.
The knowledge we acquire by
participating in events like International Night enriches our lives. Living
in the Rio Grande Valley-a
multicultural crossroads of at least
three cultures-we need to have a
cultural awareness above and beyond
the norm in this country.
7,N IN
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Top Ten Least Impressive Papers
Written During A Late-Night Crain
10. Cliff Notes: The Growing Wave of Our Generation
9. Why the Colorful
M&M' s Are Always Eaten
Before the Brown Ones

4. How To Get M arried
g For a Lifetime of

Reading Holly's
8. Opto

CQlumn Has Changed

ping a~
Can
ght Into the Lost
With the One Dentist
Five Who Doesn't
6. The Crabby Dicta
Professor Figure in Li

1. Where to Go in Your Life
When McDonalds Isn't Hiring

5. Ever See Pigs Do It? ~
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Love available all year not just at Christmas
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break from the daily routine.
hanksgiving's over.
During the holidays, families
The holiday cheer is here
get together and get to know
o rescue us from finals
.• and help us hang on until the each other once again. Many
families are too absorbed in
· end of the year. It seems that as
their busy schedules to pay
soon as Americans finish eating
much attention to what
their turkey, preparations for
matters
most- their
Christmas begin.
loved ones.
In fact, even before ThanksThink about
giving arrived, stores were
how many
decorated with tinsel and glitter.
times you
Christmas songs on the radio a
actually
month prior to the occasion
show others
indicate that the big day is
how much
eagerly awaited.
you care
Such anticipation for the
holiday could be attributed to the about
stress and pressures most people them.
face this time of year. Christmas Being loved
is a privilege
means more than just pretty
most of us take for
lights and presents under the
tree. For most people it is a rare granted.
This year concentrate on
chance for relaxation and a

'Views 6,,""' iluz 6ul,6""'l
Thelma Meza
expressing your love better.
Instead of wasting a Sunday
wondering what to do, spend
the day with your
dad watching
football or
whatever your
dad likes to
do. Next
time you
see your
mom, tell
- -... her how nice
she looks or
offer to help
with dinner.
As for kid sisters or
overbearing brothers, talk to
them. If talking to your siblings

without a bit of sarcasm sounds
like an impossible mission, try
to be more giving. Lend them a
shirt if they ask for one, dr just
smile at them once in a while.
Some people may relate
Christmas with people running
around, looking for the best
prices, just trying to 'find something for Uncle Bill, but a look
past the materialistic ideals will
show that the true gift of Christmas is love.
The love received this time of
year is the same love that is
available year round, it is just
never taken advantage of. This
year, carry the gift of Christmas
with you all year long and never
take for granted that others do
care. Spread the love and let
someone in your heart.

.

.,,
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Lady Broncs from p. 10
"Royla is one of our three biggest girls and last year we didn't
have anybody but Michelle Hinton
(on the inside)." Green said. "Getting her was part of our rebuilding
process so to lose her hurts our inside game."
Tuesday the Lady Broncs rolled
into their fourth win for the year
by defeating Prairie View A&M,
63-45. The women led the game
the entire night with Julie Shakin
scoring 13 points and seven rebounds. Also scoring in the double
figures was junior Jodie Porter
with 12 points and sinking all of
her eight free throws. The Lady
Broncs had a 29 percent shooting
average hitting 20 of 69 shots and
2 I of 29 free-throw shots. Also
having an excellent night at the free
throw line was Garcia who finished 4-for-6. Junior Bobbie Cole
shot nine points with six assists.
The Lady Broncs will travel to
the University of Texas-San Antonio this weekend. Game time is set
to start at 7:30 p.m. Their next
home game will be on Wednesday,
December 20 at 5:00 p.m. with the
women going up against the University of Texas-El Paso in a nonconference game.

named the Lone Star Shootout
Champions as they played in a pool
of 30 teams to win the regional
title at the University of Texas-Arlington.
With this title under their belts,
Air Express captain, Carlos Lopez
believes that this will give them a
higher sede going into the New
Orleans tournament as well as confidence. With this in mind Lopez
hopes to dominate throughout the
tourney because all 13 players are
going with a positive and winning
attitude.
"I really don't expect us to lose,"
Lopez said.
He said that the teams secret to
their success is their quarterback,
Roel Garcia, the teams good health
and with the recruitment of new
players. He believes they have the
best team ever this year in the history of Air Express.
"Hopefully when we return on
January 1, we plan to bring the trophy home with us," Lopez said.

Air Express from p.10_
tramural team has achieved.
"We have gotten close, but we
have n't been able to pull it off and
this year I think we have the opportunity," Cacares said.
Last month Air Express were

one after another. There is no
other way we could've visited
that lab."
coursework from professors at
"Some of the challenges,
other UT components."
is trying to coordinate
however,
In addition to assisting stuin which we are
groups
with
dents, the DLV Network is
utilized to conduct video confer- involved in with projects that are
sometimes
ences between faculty , adminishalf of
worth
trators, and staff throughout the
UT system. "It enables meetings our grade,"
to happen on short notice. Instead Jorge
of taking a day off to travel with Pineda,
all of the expenses involved, they also under
are able to come from their office the
MSMOT
to one location on campus and
program
meet together," Cantu said.
said.
A lot of the students who are
taking these classes are real
supporters of the DL V Network. Henrich
Foltz,
David Johnk, who is under the
faculty
Masters of Science and Managemember in the engineerment of Technology program,
ing department, sees the benefit
believes the network is able to
of the DLV Network in regards
broaden the horizons of the
enrollment for teaching
to
student. "We just got to visit and
tour the Ford motor credit rapid- classes. "A problem might occur
when trying to get twelve stuprototyping lab where we were
lined up for a specialized
dents
able to see $100,000 machines,

Video from p. 1_

course offered here. That course
would eventually cancel, causing
the students here to lose out on
that opportunity. However, when
you bring in another group of
students from another university,
you've got a sizable class that is
cost effective and
worthwhile.to teach.
In a case such as this,
there's a whole class
that wouldn't exist at
all if it weren't for
Interactive TV."
~ Many proposals and
r projects in the works for
the future of the DLV
Network. Because it has
been so successful and
this area is so geographically large, one project
underway looks bright for
students who must commute
from different parts of the
Valley.
"We've got a proposal in place
which is going to ask the state for
funds tu set-up this equipment in

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

Apply at UC 322 or call
381-2541

for more information.

•
•
•
•
•

Teacher Aids
School Supplies
Laminating
Printing
Office Supplies

VALUY•WIDE

315 S. Closner
Edinburg. Tx. 78539-4594
(210) 383-3861
FAX (210) 383-4674

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

~

I~TRY ' EM ,

Specializing in handmade tortillas
· Mrs. G's homemade recipes
All food made fresh daily on premises

-

CALL AHEAD

YOU'LL LOVE ' EM

FOR FASTER SERVICE!

kinko•s
the copy center

OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. SUNDAY 8 A.M.

Break/ast • Lunch • Dinner
7AM.-10PM,

10% Discount
w ith UTPA I.D.
(D ine in or
Carry-out)

•

,

ACROSS FROM UTPA
EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725
Check Local Listings!

7AM. - Midnight

DEFEn/lYE DRIYln~
/CHOOL

'(Fri &Sat)

HE VALLEY'S FIRST COMEDY
EFENSIVE DRIVING SCHOOL

GOT A /PEEDlnG TICKET?

"LAUGH IT AWRYI"

George Regino's
Vintage Wear
from Brooklyn N_ew York

, PLENTY OF BREAKS CONFORTABLE SEATING
• TAUGHT BV COMEDIANS

(Thrift Store)

- SPANISH CLASSES AVAI L.ABLE

1-800-511 -JOKE

every high school valleywide.
Each school will be linked to
UT-Pan American, better suiting
the needs of the Valley and
making distance learning a more
local network." Cantu said.
With the huge commitment
from administration, there is now
a video network that has been
very successful in serving the
students.
"This technology has really
taken off in the last five years,
and our university is right on top
of it," Cantu says. "As it is
evolving, we are on the cutting
edge."

EtPATO

ARREL Of Fun

6 18-JOKE
618-5653

Henrich Foltz
prof. of engineering
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that
whole class
wouldn't exist at
all if it weren't
for Interactive
TV."
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Did you know Michael Skurka ...
is no longer the Computer Lab Supervisor at the University of
Texas-Pan American? Hey! That's me! While I enjoyed working
with the students and making the labs a great place to work, I
found greener pastures by starting my own business. Job offers
from Harvard and Yale were tempting, but my home and friends
are here. I apologize for not being able to reveal my plans to
everyone sooner. J. thank each of you for making my 8-year stay
here pleasant and wish you all the best!
What am I doing now? I started an Internet service company
that provides Internet services to individuals, businesses, schools,
etc. Rates are competitive, service is excellent, and we provide
free training to our customers. Educators get a discount, tool
For more information, you can reach our team at:
H1Llne Internet Services, Inc., 519 Nolana Loop, McAllen. Call us
at 316-4WWW (316-4999). We also have Brownsville access lines!
You can also find us on the World Wide Web at:
http://www.hillne.net/
My friends can reach me by electronic mail at:
akurka@hillne.net

Good Luck to Everyone!

321 W. UNIVERSITY DR.

r-- --- ---7

383-0521

I
$1.00OFF
I
I TOTAL PURCHASE I

SAVE BIG

*

STARS

ON YOUR
FOOD BUDGET

L _ _____ __ _J

1201 Pecan Blvd.
McAllen, Texas 78S01

687-8256

1205 S. Closner • Edinburg • 383-5388
Across from HEB on Bus. 281

Sonia's '13eautg .5 'P
Student Cut $5 • Regular Cut $7
Open Monday - Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

LARGE BURGER COMBO

EXTRA LONG HOT DOG

Large Hamburger,
Reg. Fries & 20 oz. Drink
with cheese 30¢ extra

COMBO
Regular fries & 20 oz. drink
Cheese 30¢ extra

Size it up!

Size it up!

$2.99

$3.79

These low price specials show our appreciation for your
business. Thank you for stopping by our store.
Cash only, no bills over $20

Thursdays only
Penns $25.00 on hair no longer than
shoulder kngth. ( 'ut & Penn onl)'·

-

E]-IE]

380-2239

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE PAID TO STUDY?
Check out a new course offered by Alpha!

EXPIRES DEC. 31, 1995
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Provide Plasma to earn
cash and save lives.

REQUIREMENTS
Age: 18 to 69
Weight: 110 lbs. Min.
Good health
Student I.D.
No history of hepetilis

EXPECTED COURSE RESULTS

among the healing

LOOPZ & Q

.......

Jife ..
· ...:,

Extra money (up to $100 in 2 wks.)
Good grades & the satisfaction
of knowing that you have provided
a product that might help
save a life.

HOURS
7 days a week - 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

PREREQUISITE
1) Need extra money
2) Willingness to provide a
product that others need
3) Knowledge that you
cannot get AIDS from
providing plasma

TIME REQUIREMENTS
Approximately to hours.
twice a week

FIRST DONATION• $20 with student 1.0.
Up to $100 in just 2 weeks!

I. SKY
years
years

•••••

.info.line.

. • .fl[][].15Cl.flflflEI.
.pin# .54 79583 .

Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and Study while donating.
It's like being paid to study!
ALPHA PLASMA CENTER• 102 S. 16th St• McAllen• 682-41

J)A!!..AIHllJ'lean
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TAKE 1S% Off

G-<.~ THE BASICS AT

Rs

AMERICAN EAGLE

OUTFITTERS

Enjoy-the Perfect Clothes for the Perfect Doy? Present this certifi·
cote to save 15% off any purchase at American Eagle Outfitters
when you use your Visa· cord. With over 270 stores across the
country, American Eagle Outfitters provides durable, top-quality
clothing, and your satisfaction is guaranteed. Offer valid August l,
1995, through January 31, 1996.
Terms and conditions: Certificate redemption rs solely the responsibility of
Ameri<on Eagle Oulf11ters, Inc Offer valid for 15°, off the bom from August 1,
1995, through January 31, 1996. Offer val,d only when you poy wrth your Visa
cord. Certif1Cote is valid for one use. One certificate per customer Not vohd wrth
any other promotional offer Redeem certificate at trme of purchase ot any portic·
ipotmg American Eagle Outfrtters retail locotron. Cerhfrcote r_s not redeemable for
cash Not volrd toward·any previous~ purchased merchandise, layaway, and/or
merchandise certificates. No reproductions oUowed Void
i,;;rwhere prohibited, taxed, or restricted by 1011 Aoplicoble
/46
toxes must be po,d~ bearer. Only redeemable mthe
·o»r
·u.s Cash value I 100 cent. Note to employees: , ~ jd
1!u •
~
Authorization code o. 8
L _____________________ _ J

ina

r----------------------,
1S% OFF
8PRD OGET
FFICIAL NFL GEAR.

n't

lr!J)JLINE

Use your Visa cord-the Official
Cord of the NFL-and save l 5°0
on any regularly priced purchase of NFL Pro line'• or other NFL
products from the Official NFL Catalog. Wear what the pros wear
on the field, in practice, and on the sidelines-NFL Pro line. Toke
your pick of 1erseys, jackets, cops, T-shirts, and more from all 30
NFLteams. All our quality NFL merchandise is bocked by a 60iloy
guarantee. Coll 1-800-NFL-GIFT (1-800-635-4438) for your free
catalog or to place on order. Please mention Source Code 0015 97.
Offer validSeptember l, 1995, through December 31, 1995.
AUTHENTIC

1

TM

Terms and conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of
NFL Properties. Offer valid September l. 1995, through December 31, 1995.
Offer valid only ~en you poy with your Visa· cord. ~o request your free cotglog
or to redeem thrs certificate by phone. coll 1-BDD-Nfl GIFT (l•BOQ-635-4438) I
and mention Source Code 001597. limit one certificate per household. Certificate I
I
rs not redeemable f01 cash and rs not volid with ony
I
other cerhhcote or discount. No reproductions
I
allowed. Void where prohiblled, taxed, or restricted by
I
law. Appli<able taxes must be poid by bearer. Only
I
~L
redeemable in the US (osh value 1/100 cent.
L _ ____________________ _ J

ei

4'i;l'ZS4.

r----------------------,

C~c,m

TAKE S10 l

OFF YOUR PURCHASE I
OF $3S OR MORE AT CHAMPS SPORTS :
Get the real stuff ftr■t:

ca

•

Save $10 on your purchase of $35 or more when you use your I
Visa~ cord at Chomps Sports. They hove all the top-name sports :
stuff you wont before you even know you wont it. The latest 1
clothes. The latest shoes. The latest equipment. So when you 1
wont to see what's next, come to Chomps Sports first. For the I
store nearest you, coll 1-800-TO-BE-lST (l-800-862-3178) .
Offer valid August l, 1995, through December 31, 1995.
Terms and conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of
Champs Sports Offer valid August 1, 1995, throughDecember 31, 1995. Offer
valid only when you poy witti your Visa cord. Present this certificate ot ony
Chomps Sports in the US. to receive S10 off omerchandise purchase ofS35 or
more. No~le merchondise on~ Certificate must be presented at time ofpur·
chose and cannot be used rn c3njunchon with any ottier certilicote or discount
offers Not redeemable for cash. Limrr one per customer. Certi/,cote is nor trans·
feroble Vold rf wprad ond where pro/11bited, IOled, or
i,mrestncted by low Appficoble mxes must be poid by
•
beorer. Monogei key code 06. For the 110,e neorest •
you, coll l-800-1().BE-lST (l-800-862-3178). Only
0lO
,edeemoble mthe US Cosh value l /100 cent.

L----- ----------- - --- --J

r----------------------,
Pi111•1 iDIPOl'ts·

for a change

lfti
l
N
~&'
PIER 1 IMPORTS

Take 15%off your total purchase of all regular-priced items when
you use your Visa· cord ot Pier l . Your room or apartment could
use a few changes. You could use ogood deal. Pier l con supply
both. Offer valid from January l, 1996, through-June 30, 1996.
Terms and conditions: Certifrcote redemption is solely the responsibility of
Pier I Imports Offer volrd from January l, 1996, through June 30, 1996. Offer
valid for oone-time purchase only. Offer valid on regulor-prrced merchandise only
and excludes clearance and sole items, delivery, ond other service charges.
Certificate must be redeemed ot time of purchase. Offer does not opp~ to 11ior
purchases ood cannot be used to purchase gih certi/icoles Good only for purchase
of products rndicoted Any other use constitutes froud. Cert1frcote rs not valid m
combtnohon with any other certifrcote, coupon, or discount. Certificate is valid ot
oll Pier I company stores and porticipoting fronchrse sto,es. Void where proh1b1t·
~
ed. loxed, or restricted by low. Offer valid on~ when
~·
yoo poy with yoUJ Viso cord Appl1coble taxes mu11
be potd by bearer. Only redeemable mthe U.S Cosh
•
volue l/lOOcent.
__ J
________
_
L _ __________

4'ii£j-__f

r-----------SAVEC2,
I
N ANY PURCH~ OF

your Vis~®c~rd,
yOvt Us~v-e fi:J ~-t -tks-e f ~ces.

N UY½

vvkr\y(Jv(,
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• SOR MORE AT
OSTON MARKET

Use or show your Visa cord and present this certificate at any
Boston Market' or Boston Chicken location to save $2 on any
purchaseof $5 or more Come in soon and try the rotisserie-roosted chicken or turkey, doubleijlozed horn, or double-sauced meat
loaf... and don't forget the freshly prepared sandwiches and side
dishes. Offer valid September 1, 1995, through November 26,
1995.

Terms and conditions: Certificate 1edempt1on rs solely the responsibilrly of
Boston Morket. Offer valid September l, 1995 through November 26, 1995
Offer valid ooly when you use or s.'row your Vrso cord. Present this certificate with
your Vrso cord at tune of purchase at ony port1C1pohog Boston Market or Boston
Chicken location. Only one cert,f,cote per vrsd Al'rf other use constitutes fraud.
Certilrcote is not redeemable for cash ond is not valid with ony other certificate or
special offer. (ertrlKote r.ot redeemable for alcohol cbeverages, tobacco, or dorry
prcxfucts No cash refuod. No reprodU<IIOlls allowed.
Void where prohibited, loxed, or restricted by low ~
l'IS4 . ~
Applicable taxes must be poid by bearer. Only
. •
redeemable in the US Cash value 1/20 cent.

L--------------- - --~~~- J
r---------------------- ,

$3 OFF
GETCAMELOT
CAMELOT ANY
MUSIC

@usrc »SC♦it4NN

CD OR AUDIO CASSmE PRICED AT $9.99 OR MORE
Use your Visa cord to toke $3 off of any CO or audio cassette
pnce~ $9.9~ or more at Camelot Music. limit two selections per
cerhfrcote. Pick the music and save when you use your Visa
cord. Offer valid August l , 19 95 through January 31, 1996.

ItS everywhere You want to be~
:

'osa ~•SA :nc !Ol:>S Visa Rewards iS a serv1ce mark of \<'1sa. lnternauonal Service Assoc1at1on

Terms and .conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the respon~bilitv of
Camelot Mu11c. Offer vohd August l, 1995, through January 31 , 1996 , ,11 r
two selections per cemf1cote. Not valid with ony other offer or discour.t Jft r
excludes sole-pnced merchondrse. Offer valid only when you poy with your Vrso
cord_ Redeem cerhfrcote at time of purchase at any porticipoting Camelot Music
relni location. No reproduct10ns allowed Void where
1'ISA
11ohib1ted, !□xed, 01 restrKled by low Aoolicoble taxes
must be paid by beorer Only redeemobfe 1n the U.5
~
value 1/100 cent
J
______________________
L Cash
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Night form page 1 - - - - and · included numbers from
learn by talking to a person instead
of reading a book."
Hanging above the stage, banners proclaiming "Thank you for
your presence" in 12 languages
of
sense
a
brought
multiculturalism to the packed
auditorium.
Lit by strings of miniature
lights, the stage also featured a
centerpiece of the earth floating on
'clouds. On stage, women in bright
:turquoise, magenta, and purple
swirled to the spirited "Black
:swamp Sashay."
, The dances went into the night

China, the United States, Turkey,
Colombia, India, Mexico, Egypt,
Chile, Hawaii and Argentina.
Claudia Rodriguez performed
fluid, sweeping, sensual movements to the thumping music of
"Jingles."
Later, the Indian Association of
The Rio Grande Valley performed group dances such as
"Maan Dee Kurri" and "Ang
Ang." The lively music had some
of the standing audience wriggling to the beat, while some of
those sitting clapped to the
rhythm. The performance used a

lot of arm and hip movement
spiced with alluring shoulder
shakes.
The other countries' dances
were also well performed and included "Danza de los Concheros,"
"Belly Dance," and "Cancion para
mi Muerte."
After the dancing and singing,
everyone moved outside to the
overloaded buffet tables in the
courtyard where an international
feast awaited them.
The buffet included foods from
Turkey, Belgium, Venezuela,
China, India, Mexico, Malaysia,
Chile, and Peru.

Bands playing lntematlonal music
'.provided entertainment during lnter·natlonal Night last week. Over 300
'students showed up to the e ve nt.

.

Columbia dance was a hlghllght for
· many students a t International
Night, and Karina De la Rosa gave a
, spectacular performance to the
audience.
Different foods from different cul•
tures captured the attention, as well
as the stomachs, of visitors at International Night. Students could only
get the food if t hey had a ticket.

Photos by: Liza Longoria
Text by: Meredith Markham
Layout by: Omar Gonzalez

Complete and Comprehensive Eye Exams
ORTHOPAE DIC
INSTITU TE
Specializing in Sports Medicine

Arthroscopic and Reconstructiv e Surgery
of the knee and shoulder.

$30
$60

Eye glass exam
Contact lens exam (includes a FREE pair of
colored or clear disposable contact lenses)

Each exam includes diagnosis of cataracts,
glaucoma, eye.muscle problems, eye infections
and other eye conditions.

~

Vision Care

Bill Snyder M.D.

Orthopaedic Surgeon

Adult and Children
Sports Medicine Athletic Injury
Care
Fracture
Injuries 2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray
On-The-Job
Joint Replacements

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen

Tel. 210. 686. 2669

CONVENIENT DAY AND EVENING HOURS. SAME DAY APPOINTMENTS.

Eye Care Associates at WAL-MART
(across from the University of Texas-Pan American)

Dr. Lora N. Martinez, O.D.

318-1095

J)~111e,lean
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Lady Broncs claim fourth victory
Women post a 4-2 overall record; one win up from last season
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

The Lady Bronc basketball team
had many obstacles to overcome
this season.Their 3-24 los ing
record from the 1994-95 year and
the rebuilding of the squad from
the ground up during this season
are a few to mention. According
to Lady Bronc head basketball
coach Cletus Green, his team is
doing better than expected, especially with their 4-2 record making it the second best percentage
in the 10-tearn Sun Belt Conference.
"We are one win up over from
The Pan American/ Liza Longoria

From left to right are some of the Air Express members who will represent UTPA
in New Orleans: Team captain, Carlos Lopez, Gregorio Arellano, Jr., Elias Leos,
Roel Garcia, Esteban Lee Garza, Homer Alfa, Jr., Joel Padilla and Raul Barreda.

Sweet Success
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

The day before the University of Texas Longhorns
and .Virginia Tech take to the field at the NOKIA
Sugar Bowl on December 31, the 17th Annual Sugar
Bowl National Invitational Flag Football Championship will take place. Representing UTPA in the
championship will be the four-time campus champions, Air Express, who will leave on December 26
to play for the national title. Over 112 men's teams
from around the nation will be vying for the ultimate flag football distinction.
The first and second place teams will be honored
by playing an exhibition game in the Bowl; the
champion of the tournament will also receive tickets to the Sugar Bowl and other prizes.
Along with the prizes for the categories of men,
women and co-rec, there will also be other trophies,

■ Air Express head to
• New Orleans tourney

such as Most Valuable Player award, All-American
team recipients and the Sportsmanship Award ( won
last year by Air Express).
According to Charlie Cacares, Intramural Coordinator, Air Express has a very good chance of winning the national title because they are a very dedicated and disciplined team.
"Air Express is committed to winning and they
don't horse around out on the field, they are out there
to win," Cacares said.
With over 100 teams, the men will play against
schools from the United States and Mexico. Some
of the schools will be the University of Texas, Louisiana Tech, University of Florida, Texas Tech and
many others.
Last season Air Express placed eighth out of 112
teams. Cacares said that was the best any UTPA inSee Air Express, p. 7

last year because we won three all
last year. Right now we are four
with a whole month to go," Green
said. "We are better, but not quite
good enough yet."
With 14 girls on the squad, every Lady Bronc gets the chance to
have some court time. In every
game that is played, Green says
that his younger players bring a lot
of spunk and talent to the rebuilding squad. Among those are Freshmen Susan Young, Felicia Garcia
and Kristi Evans.
"Our young squad is coming
along pretty well," Green aid.
In last week's Dial Soap Classic

in Nacogdoches, the Lady Broncs
placed third overall. Six-foot one
junior Kourtney Marshall earned
All-Tournament honors for scoring
eight points and 14 rebounds
against the University of Southwestern Louisiana where we defeated them 71-59. Also at the
tournament, the Lady Broncs 6-3
center Royla Rideaux broke he r
foot while jumping, putting her in
a cast for three weeks. Coa ch
Green said she is out indefinitely,
but they will wait and see how
Rideaux heals in the coming
weeks.
See Lady Broncs, p. 7

Women triumph in early track meet
UTPA Sports Information

Linda Moncivais and Naomi Kramer lifted the
Lady Broncs to win the UTPA Early Track Meet Saturday, but Southwest Texas State defeated the Bronc
men's team outdoors, 111-85 .
There were eight separate dual meets, indoors and out, and UTPA won five of them
while SWT took three. Texas A&MKingsville was shut out of the team
victory totals despite some good individual efforts.
Moncivais, a junior from Hidalgo,
captured the hotly contested 1500
meter race outdoors in 4 :53 over
SWT's Sonia Garza from Port Isabel.
Garza won the 3,000 meter closely
over UTPA's Martha Gonzales with Moncivais third
in that race on Friday.
Kramer, a junior from Fredericksburg, gave the
Lady Broncs another big boost by winning the long
jump with an excellent early mark of 18 feet, nine
inches. She also took the high jump at 5-4.

Pablo Almaguer gave the Broncs another big win
in the 400 hurdles in 53.91. He and 400 winner Jaime
Guzman teamed with David Handy and Robert Flores
to win the 1600 meter relay in 3: 19.7.
E lizabeth Ortega victored in the
women's 5,000 meter for the Lady
Broncs in 17:26, ahead of teammates Gracie Salinas and Jessica
Garcia who nearly dead-heated for
second place.
Ortega had covered the same distance 11 days earlier in the
NCAA Cross Country National
Championship.
Lady Bronc Tarah Maxwell struck
the next-to-last hurdle but still saved
the 100 meter hurdles over Shay Bradley of SWT by 7-1 OOths of a second,
15.65 to 15.72.
UTPA barely edged SWT in the 800 relay behind
Angela Cliffton, Connie Gutierrez, Kramer and Maxwell . Amy Sanchez and Sergio Lopez earned UTPA
a sweep of the 10,000 meter.

BRING YOUR .USED BOOKS
TO

SOUT H TEXA S
BOO K & SUPP LY.

WE BUY BOOKS ALL YEAR ROUND!

DEC.11-15
FREE POPCORN &
FREE COKES WHILE YOU WAIT
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